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Supportive Technologies for hard of hearing individuals 
 
This article presents an electronic platform, which acts as a supportive tool for learning-education, 
supporting and intervention for hard of hearing individuals. The aforementioned activities are 
included in the e-psychology activities and hence can be considered as a supportive tool for both e-
learning and e-psychology for these individuals. Within the platform, lessons in the Sign language 
were developed and used, which deal with the usage and exploitation of ICTs and even e-
commerce. The development of these lessons was based on multimedia technologies such as visual 
material, streaming digital video and video conference. The implementation of this platform was 
based on two axes-ideas. The first deals with the usage of ICTs as a tool in order to expand the 
communication abilities of the hard of hearing and as an intervention tool for the improvement of 
their equal access to: education, knowledge and employment. The second deals with the usage of 
ICTs’ as learning objects in order to exploit them, enhancing hence their vocational life, ensuring 
their equal access to continuous vocational training without any form of discrimination, developing 
their enterprising and competitiveness skills through ICTs, expanding their vocational horizon and 
finally, developing their professional skills through the ICT tools. 
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BRIEFBRIEF

This article presents an electronic This article presents an electronic 
platform, which acts as a supportive platform, which acts as a supportive 
tool for etool for e--learninglearning--education, education, 
supporting and intervention for hard supporting and intervention for hard 
of hearing individuals. of hearing individuals. 



Objectives
Distance and life-long training Environment:
we developed distance and life-long training Environment 
for the deaf people in the e-commerce and new 
technologies sector via e-learning tools. 

Equal rights :
The support of the equal rights of Deaf people for their 
access and real attendance in the professional training. 

New professional fields::
The creation of a passage for these individuals into the 
new professional fields via their training with specialized 
knowledge and dexterities in the use of the continuously 
developing sectors of e-learning and electronic Trade (e-
commerce).



PlatformPlatform (1)(1)
Within the platform, lessons in the Sign language were Within the platform, lessons in the Sign language were 
developed and used, which deal with the usage and developed and used, which deal with the usage and 
exploitation of exploitation of ICTsICTs and even eand even e--commerce. commerce. 

The e-Learning environment for the Deaf People is 
adapted to their capabilities and communication abilities 
via the Sign Language. The environment is based on the 
usage of the advanced teleconference services of 
Internet (network virtual classroom) and offers a sum of 
facilities and services that are able to support, via an 
easy and friendly way, education and training in the 
form of life long and continuing education for the Deaf 
People.



Platform (2)Platform (2)



AxesAxes--ideasideas (1)(1)

The first The first deals with the usage of deals with the usage of ICTsICTs
as a tool in order to expand the as a tool in order to expand the 
communication abilitiescommunication abilities of the of the 
hard of hearing and as an hard of hearing and as an 
intervention tool for the intervention tool for the 
improvement of their improvement of their equal accessequal access
to: to: educationeducation, , knowledgeknowledge and and 
employmentemployment. . 



AxesAxes--ideas (2)ideas (2)
The second The second deals with the usage of deals with the usage of ICTsICTs’’
as learning objects in order to exploit as learning objects in order to exploit 
them, enhancing hence their them, enhancing hence their vocational vocational 
lifelife, ensuring their , ensuring their equal accessequal access to to 
continuous vocationalcontinuous vocational trainingtraining without without 
any form of discrimination, any form of discrimination, developing developing 
their enterprising and competitiveness their enterprising and competitiveness 
skills through skills through ICTsICTs, expanding their , expanding their 
vocational horizon and finally, developing vocational horizon and finally, developing 
their their professional skillsprofessional skills through the ICT through the ICT 
tools.tools.



Products Products -- 11

““Introduction to InternetIntroduction to Internet””
lessons in real classroomlessons in real classroom



Products Products -- 22

““Introduction to E Introduction to E –– learninglearning””
lessons in real classroom.lessons in real classroom.



Products Products -- 33

““Introduction to InternetIntroduction to Internet””
lesson in Virtual Classroom.lesson in Virtual Classroom.



Products Products -- 44

EE-- commercecommerce
lessons in Virtual Classroom.lessons in Virtual Classroom.



SexSex
SEX

42%

58%

Male

Female



AgeAge

96%

4%

AGE 16-25

AGE 25-35



EducationEducation
EDUCATION

56%

4%

25%

15%

Deaf School 

HEARING School 

DEAF COLLEGE 

HIGH School 



JobJob

JOB
9%

91%

YES

NO



Linguistic dexteritiesLinguistic dexterities
Do you know Foreing languages ?

34%

58%

8%

NOT AT ALL
WELL
VERY  WELL

The deaf individuals do not have the The deaf individuals do not have the 
linguistic dexterities for the use of linguistic dexterities for the use of 
possibilities of internet.possibilities of internet.



Sign LanguageSign Language
Please describe how you would like friendly Information in Internet

15%

42%

43%
Text

More pictures and animation

Sign Language

The Sign language constitutes the The Sign language constitutes the 
best way of facilitation of hearing best way of facilitation of hearing 
impaired in the use of technological impaired in the use of technological 
possibilities of internet.possibilities of internet.



FutureFuture

0

5

10

15

20

25

Nothing A bit Too Much

Are you interesting in the future to learn one or all of the 
below ?

E-learning 

E-commerce

E-government

The deaf individuals have particular interest they The deaf individuals have particular interest they 
are educated in future in the use of applications e are educated in future in the use of applications e 
-- learning, elearning, e-- commerce and ecommerce and e-- governmentgovernment



ResultsResults
Do you believe that the e -learning, e-commerce, e-government and other e-

services would help you in your job?   

24%

26%
40%

10%

Not at all

A bit 

A lot 

Uninterested 

The deaf individuals believe that the The deaf individuals believe that the 
use of new technologies, is use of new technologies, is 
importance for their professional importance for their professional 
integration and improvementintegration and improvement



Problems and limitationsProblems and limitations

In some areas of the language there In some areas of the language there 
are no standardized signs, so there are no standardized signs, so there 
may be some theoretical objections may be some theoretical objections 
as to the use of particular entries. as to the use of particular entries. 
DSL links of at least 384Kbps are DSL links of at least 384Kbps are 
considered as the minimal considered as the minimal 
requirement for a Sign Language requirement for a Sign Language 
Virtual ClassroomVirtual Classroom



THANK YOU.THANK YOU.

You can visit You can visit 
DELFEDELFE web site :web site :

http://http://imm.demokritos.grimm.demokritos.gr/DELFE//DELFE/


